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Abstract 
This paper considers various morphological processes involved in the creation of pleiosyllables, long words that arise from 
“superderivation” and co-exist with shorter words with the same sense (which makes them redundant). It also looks at the effect 
of geographical factors on the distribution and extent of the phenomenon. To address these questions a corpus was used, 
CORPES XXI from the Spanish Royal Academy, since this was the best suited to the aims of the research, as it includes texts 
from the entire Spanish-speaking world from 2001 down to the present day. Finally, an assessment was made of the extent to 
which these neologisms are to be found in the Academy’s dictionaries, together with the possibilities offered by taking into 
account the data obtained from the corpus as a means for improving that institution’s lexicographical publications. 
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1. Neologisms and Lexical Morphology: Sesquipedalianism 
A good number of the neologisms in Spanish correspond to a process of “superderivation” by means of which a 
new word is created by suffixation from an existing item. The new form sometimes coincides in sense and 
grammatical category with the word already present in the language. In such cases, there are instances of the 
phenomenon known as sesquipedalianism, the result of which is the creation of a pleiosyllable, in Spanish termed an 
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archisílabo (Alcoba Rueda, 2012: 16). Use of these polysyllabic words is particularly frequent in the language of 
politics and the press. In view of the part played by the mass media as spreaders of language trends, a greater and 
greater use of such terms is being noted in the language of other sectors (administration, economics, technology and 
so forth) and even in the day-to-day usage of ordinary speakers. When once they get into the dictionary the process 
is over, is so far as the word ceases to be seen as a neologism. However, its status as a pleiosyllable will depend 
upon whether it keeps the same meaning as an already existing word or specializes semantically, as in this latter case 
it would not be considered a pleiosyllable. To determine which situation applies to each word, a check was made on 
the items under study and their definitions in the Diccionario de la lengua española (DLE) and in the Diccionario 
de americanismos (DA). 
 
Despite the above, it should not be forgotten that these polysyllabic words have a role in enriching the 
vocabulary, in brief, that they contribute to the vitality of Spanish. On this point, it is worth remembering the 
explanation given by Cabré et al. (2002: 164), who said that the degree of internal vitality of a language can be 
measured by analyzing the frequency of use of the various creative processes and resources. These authors felt that 
the various processes for forming neologisms lay along a scale representing different degrees of vigor in the system 
(a vitality axis). They saw the pole of greatest internal vitality as occupied by those genuine processes in the system 
that used the language’s own resources for the creation of new units. 
 
The phenomenon being described has long been present in a number of languages. As G.K. Chesterton noted 
many years ago, it points to a vacuous use of language: “The long words are not the hard words; it is the short words 
that are hard”. This quotation has been revived recently in the press, indicating that journalists themselves are 
conscious of the fact that it is inappropriate to use such terms, noting that pleiosyllables are temptingly easy-to-use 
long words that save people the trouble of thinking (Arteta, 2005). 
 
Indeed, corpora can serve to check the extent of abusive use of polysyllabic words, a failing which is very 
widespread in language nowadays. It is also necessary to take into account the impact of geography as a factor 
affecting the productivity of certain word-formation rules (WFR). It is true that linguistic variation is more evident 
in lexis. A good example would be the number of different names for the humming bird, colibrí in standard Spanish: 
chuparrosa (Mexico), chupaflor (Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, Puerto Rico and Venezuela), chichinflor 
(Honduras), gurrión (Costa Rica and Honduras), tucusito (Venezuela), tentenelaire (Argentina), quinde (Ecuador 
and Peru), zunzún (Cuba), to quote information to be found in the DIRAE. However, the morphological component, 
and specifically derivational morphology, is an area that can be studied from the viewpoint of diatopic, or 
geographical, variation. There is much that could be said about diatopic variation in suffixes expressing value 
judgments. However, the limited number of studies concentrating on the vitality of certain derivational suffixes in 
each of the various Spanish-speaking areas justifies the approach being taken here. 
2. Why a Corpus-Based Study? CORPES XXI 
In view of what was mentioned above, this piece of research limited its field of study to a comparison of the use 
of pleiosyllables in Spain and Latin America on the basis of their appearances in the Corpus del español del siglo 
XXI (CORPES XXI). This is the most recent databank of the Spanish Royal Academy, a partially open corpus made 
up of texts from 2001 down to the present day, with an intake of some 25 million items per year, shared between 
Spain (30%) and Latin America (70%), but also with some representation of the Philippines and Equatorial Guinea. 
Of the texts, 40% are journalistic, another 40% from books, and the remainder from the Internet and other sources. 
Only 10% of the texts are oral. This corpus is a work in progress, which at the present time includes some 180 
million items. 
 
Its search engine, even though still in its trial phase, allowed a sub-corpus to be extracted from CORPES XXI 
matching the aims of the work. Thus, the grammatical category selected was de-verbal nouns, as these tend to be the 
first items to get into dictionaries and because they represent a consolidated process of forming neologisms through 
derivation. Moreover, the fact that the corpus gathers together forms from the last fourteen years made it particularly 
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suitable for the study of neologisms in Spanish. 
 
The corpus allows filtering of texts according to stipulated criteria, with the possibility of accessing concordances 
and statistics by zone, country, time period, and text type. Search by lemma was used, this recovering the inflected 
forms of the nouns input. The graphs which can be generated give a clear view of the trends being studied: 
geographical and time distribution, together with normalized frequency, an indicator giving a better impression of 
the reality of the phenomena. 
 
When cases were being selected for analysis, two main sources were combined. The first of these was made up of 
materials that the team at the University of Leon has been contributing to the corpus, which allowed first-hand 
access to the data. This team has been collaborating with the Spanish Royal Academy (RAE) since 2008 to supply 
materials for CORPES XXI. The other source used was the Banco de neologismos of the Centro Virtual Cervantes, 
which also draws on texts from the media from 2004 to 2010, excluding those already included in the dictionaries 
used for reference (DRAE, 2001 and VOXUSO, 2003).  
 
Comments will be made below on a number of cases that illustrate sesquipedalianism. Except when otherwise 
indicated, all the examples cited are taken from CORPES XXI. 
3. The Formation of Pleiosyllables in Texts from Spain and Latin America. Analysis of Results from CORPES 
XXI 
Before any analysis of neologistic formations taken from CORPES XXI, attention should be drawn to the usual 
process by which a new item is incorporated into the word-store of Spanish. For this purpose, the neologism 
gordibuena (a noun or adjective meaning “curvaceous” or “plump but attractive” of a woman) can be taken as an 
example. After being created by composition, it began to have inflected forms (gordibueno, gordibuenas; masculine 
and plural forms) and then was subjected to processes of derivation expressing value judgements (gordibuenísimas, 
gordibuenérrimo; superlative forms). If a word is sufficiently at home in the language, as this word is in Mexican 
Spanish, there will be a final stage: the creation of derivates that do not express value judgements through a process 
of mixed derivation with a change of grammatical category (gordibuenez, gordibuenismo; de-adjectival nouns). 
Documentation for these terms is taken from websites, in view of their very recent appearance: 
 
El concepto de gordibuena ha entrado cómodamente en nuestro vocabulario, visibilizándose una ‘gordita’ (es decir, una piba que no 
es delgada, pero tampoco es gordísima) que se viste bien, sabe sacarse partido, se maquilla, está empoderada, es simpática […].  
(http://ladobleefe.blogspot.com.es/2014_12_01_archive.html) 
 
Si vemos las revistas, no vemos a ningún ‘gordibueno’, como les dicen en México. 
(http://www.milenio.com/tendencias/maldicion-Barbie_14_191520850.html) 
 
Diez gordibuenas que les vuelven locos. 
(http://www.que.es/ultimas-noticias/curiosas/201501210805-diez-gordibuenas-vuelven-locos-christina.html) 
 
El ahora #Gordibuenerrimo Ian Thorpe. 
(https://twitter.com/keimcbeal/status/145918768441331712) 
 
Érika Buenfil luce gordibuenísima en la noche de Favoritos del Público. 
(http://foro.univision.com/t5/Comunidad-de-Telenovelas/Erika-Buenfil-luce-gordibuenisima-en-la-noche-de/td-p/495252916) 
 
La gordibuenez, el otro extremo tampoco lo es para la mayoría y seguramente traerá serios problemas de salud. 
(http://bufonismo.com/la-modelo-gordibuena/) 
 
[…] una chica con su piel morena, el pelo negro liso y sus ojos eran rasgados, entraba en la categoría del gordibuenismo, tenía unas 
lindas curvas el contorno de su cuerpo. 
(http://aventurasbizarriadas.blogspot.com.es/2010/06/mujer-borracha-en-el-estacionamiento.html) 
 
Pleiosyllables also follow these derivational patterns. Hence, the de-nominal verb culpar is used, via the adjective 
culpable, to create a polysyllabic verb, culpabilizar. If this verb is seen as constituting a case of sesquipedalianism, 
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it is because, as can be seen by extracting concordances for it from CORPES XXI (with 103 cases in Spain out of 
158 documented), there is no difference in meaning relative to culpar (“to blame”): 
 
El portero fue duramente criticado tras el empate 2-2 en Southampton ante Macedonia en la fase clasificatoria para la Eurocopa 2004 
de Portugal, en octubre de 2002, y en junio del mismo año se le culpabilizó de la derrota ante Brasil (2-1) en cuartos de final del 
Mundial de Corea-Japón […]. (Ecuador, 2004) 
 
This verb cannot be considered as a true neologism, but rather as an unnecessary formation in Spanish. This is 
indeed what is noted in the DLE (s.v. culpabilizar), where it is defined as culpar o considerar culpable a alguien 
(“to blame somebody or consider them guilty”). Moreover, its use is not restricted to the last few years. There was 
already documentation in the Corpus de Referencia del español actual (CREA) in 1976 for culpabilizar (and its 
derivatives). By addition of the nominalizing suffix -ción a polysyllabic noun (culpabilización) is created, this 
having already made its way into the DLE. 
 
The presence of a de-verbal adjective also explains the creation of the pleiosyllable marginalización (margen > 
marginar > marginal > marginalizar > marginalización). In fact, both the verb marginalizar and the noun 
marginalización are sesquipedalian terms relative to their equivalents marginar and marginación. The following 
quotation documents the semantic identity between marginar and marginalizar: 
 
Dicha crítica tiende a marginalizar estas “literaturas orales” y/o “fonéticas” que no se avienen al código de referencia que la escritura 
ha delimitado. (México, 2006) 
 
This pleiosyllable makes 27 appearances in CORPES XXI, 9 of them in Spain, while the use of the related noun is 
more frequent (43 cases, 5 in Spain). Unlike the previous example, the new verb is not among the headwords in the 
DLE, but the form derived from it, marginalización, is, with a cross-reference to marginación, which is thus the 
RAE’s preferred form. Finally, it should be noted that there is possibly an influence from the English form 
marginalize upon the creation and spread of the neologism, as also occurs in the case of inicializar. 
 
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the tendency to use polysyllables often leads to an accumulation of 
several in a single sentence, which increases the sensation of cacophony: 
 
Mientras reiteran sus buenas intenciones y su cariño, los padres culpabilizan a otras instancias y exigen la responsabilización del 
sistema educativo. (España, 2005) 
 
Tomarnos en serio, no sucumbir a la ridiculización, la culpabilización o la invisibilización. (España, 2002) 
 
There are many examples of pleiosyllables created through WFRs that are alive in Spanish: acceso-accesibilidad, 
argumento-argumentación, concreción-concretización, contar-contabilizar, fin-finalización, gobierno-
gobernabilidad, incremento-incrementación, inicio-inicialización, registro-registración, señal-señalización, suma-
sumatorio, to mention but a few. Many of these have already been incorporated into the lists in the DLE, which 
implies that strictly speaking they are no longer neologisms. Nonetheless, at times they develop a new meaning, in 
which there would be no objection to them. This is what happens with contabilizar, which in the language of 
mathematics means apuntar una partida o cantidad en los libros de cuentas (“to make an entry or write down a 
quantity in an accounts book”). However, when it is used with the self-same meaning as contar (“to count”) this is a 
defect in language usage. In fact, among the 1,626 cases to be found in CORPES XXI, there are some in which there 
is clearly no specialized meaning, such as the following: 
 
El Congreso de Estados Unidos certificó ayer oficialmente al republicano George W, Bush como presidente electo, después de 
contabilizar los votos electorales de los 50 estados de la unión. (España, 2001) 
 
El atacante llegó a 15 tantos oficiales en la actual temporada (contabilizando todos los torneos). (México, 2011) 
 
For inicializar there are 9 cases documented (3 in Spain) and for inicialización, 6 (5 in Spain). The following 
examples show two different usages, as a pleiosyllable in the first case (since it simply means “beginning”, not 
“initialization”) and with semantic differentiation in the second (“to initialize” rather than “to start”):  
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en la que se simularán las distintas etapas del proceso electoral: inicialización, votación, conteo manual, cierre e impresión de 
escrutinio. (Venezuela, 2008) 
 
Una vez que los documentos están dentro del sobre, se sella la parte frontal, posteriormente el usuario puede inicializar las funciones 
de alerta conectándolo con un lector especial y digitalizando la contraseña correspondiente. (México, 2007) 
 
The word sumatorio is included in the DLE with a specialized meaning Mat. Notación que expresa la suma de 
los términos de una sucesión entre dos límites definidos, in other words that of “summation”, the notation in 
mathematics that indicates the total value for a series of terms between two defined bounds. Sesquipedalianism 
occurs when it is used with an identical sense to suma (“sum”, “amount”, “total”). Out of the 24 cases in CORPES 
XXI (17 in Spain), the following uses are of note: 
 
[…] la soberanía nacional se formaba como un sumatorio de las soberanías particulares […]. (Colombia, 2010) 
 
[…] la satisfacción global no se construye como mero sumatorio de las satisfacciones parciales […]. (México, 2008) 
 
 
As may be seen, the creation of neologisms exploits derivational mechanisms that are present in the language and 
showing increasing strength. This is what is happening with the suffix -eo, used to form de-verbal nouns from verbs 
ending in -ear and in considerable use for creating terms in more or less recent times: cameo, famoseo, piestureo, 
piscineo, posteo, postureo, terraceo and the like. The verb acarrear (“to transport”), for example, yields two nouns: 
acarreamiento (one single instance in CORPES XXI, from Spain) and acarreo (215 cases, 47 from Spain). Both are 
included in the DLE, although it prefers the shorter term, as the headword acarreamiento simply gives a cross-
reference to it.  
 
At other times greater variation can be documented in preferences for one suffix or another in forming a noun. 
This is what happens with escogencia (“choice”), a word recorded in the DLE, which gives a cross-reference to its 
synonym escogimiento. The first of these appears with a geographical indication stating it is present in Central 
America, Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Venezuela. However, when this information is checked against the 
data in the corpus, it proves to be the case that there are more instances of escogencia (259 cases) than of 
escogimiento (3 cases). The term presented in the DLE as in general usage (without any indication of place) has a 
low frequency of use, but besides that it appears only in Andean countries, Mexico and Central America. In contrast, 
the variant that is not preferred is the one with the greater number of instances in CORPES XXI. It is true that none 
of them are in Spain, but there are examples in other linguistic zones not mentioned by the DLE, such as Chile, the 
River Plate area or the United States. The distribution of the two words (escogencia and escogimiento) may be seen 
in Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) escogencia; (b) escogimiento. 
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For the pair clonación and clonaje (“cloning”), de-verbal nouns based on clonar, a differing distribution may also 
be observed. The first is more frequently used, 712 cases (241 in Spain), spread all over the Spanish-speaking world, 
whilst the neologism clonaje totals only 18 cases (2 in Spain) documented in countries on the shores of the 
Caribbean (6), the United States (4) and in the West Indies (3), with a normalized frequency that is much higher in 
the United States. 
 
In the bibliography on the subject it has often been pointed out that there is a greater wealth of derivatives in 
Latin America relative to Spain. It has also been stressed that the divergence is even greater than what is described 
in manuals and grammars of Spanish (López García, 2000: 28). Similarly, emphasis has been laid on the greater 
ease with which Latin American Spanish incorporates neologisms. In the cases being considered here, the difference 
from Spain on many occasions seems to lie in the semantic specialization given to the new term, as against the 
tendency to sesquipedalianism found in Spain. 
 
Attention has already been drawn to the model of de-verbal noun created by means of the suffix -eo, for the most 
part taken from verbs ending in -ear. This WFR is also used in pulso > pulsear > pulseo. The neologism pulseo is 
found associated with the specialized sense of “political arm wrestling”. The corpus contains just 5 cases, none in 
Spain, and all with this sense: 
 
[…] se ha advertido un pulseo político de creciente intensidad entre el gobierno y el principal partido de oposición […]. (República 
Dominicana, 2005) 
 
[…] más aún ante el pulseo que mantienen el Congreso y la Casa Blanca sobre las citaciones a asesores de Bush […]. (Puerto Rico, 
2007) 
 
[…] Álvaro Uribe tras su periplo europeo -en el que salió triunfante en el pulseo contra el impresentable Hugo Chávez […]. (Perú, 
2008) 
 
This sense is not present in the noun pulso; in fact, it should be noted how pulseo has to be combined with the 
adjective político in the first example, which points at this being a pleiosyllable here, as an adjective is required to 
indicate the figurative sense of pulso. Neither the DLE nor the DA includes this neologism in its macrostructure, 
although the verb pulsear is present, being recorded by the DLE only with the literal sense of mantener un pulso 
“engage in arm wrestling”, “challenge” (instead of the more usual echar un pulso, this verbal phrase being included, 
but with a cross-reference to pulsear). In the DA it appears with other acceptations. 
 
As a further step in the derivational process, there is documentation for the noun pulseada, meaning acción y 
efecto de pulsear (the action and effect of the verb pulsear in its different senses), which is used in Argentina, 
Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay, according to the DLE. In the DA it is defined in a way parallel to the 
explanations of the verb pulsear and even has more geographical markers for each acceptation. In the corpus 
pulseada appears 87 times, 80 in the River Plate zone; similarly, of the 19 cases of pulsear, 10 come from this 
linguistic area. As a final comment, it is striking that the DLE is internally incoherent, as it includes no geographical 
markers for pulsear, but does use them with pulseada. 
 
The same pattern of a verb ending in -ear yielding a noun ending in -eo is to be found in the case of menudo > 
menudear > menudeo > narcomenudeo. Both menudear and menudeo are included in the DLE, which defines the 
noun as acción de menudear (the action of menudear in its senses of “to do repeatedly” and “to occur frequently”), 
giving a second sense as venta al por menor (“retail selling”), without any special marker. However, under 
menudear there is a geographical indication (Mexico and Dominican Republic) for the second sense of vender al 
por menor (“to sell retail”). The DA, for its part, records a wider geographical spread for the term (zones on the 
shores of the Caribbean, Argentina, and elsewhere). Checking these data against the corpus shows that the noun 
menudeo (119 cases, 71 in Mexico and Central America and 19 in Spain) does seem to have its heartland in Mexico, 
from where it has spread to other Spanish-speaking areas. Moreover, concordances show a tendency for 
specialization in its use, associated with retail selling of drugs: 
 
Dominan las principales ciudades; regulan el paso de estupefacientes por menudeo y de grandes cantidades hasta de 2 toneladas de 
cocaína por envío […]. (El Salvador, 2004) 
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Dos hombres que presuntamente se dedicaban a la venta de droga al menudeo fueron ejecutados en este municipio […]. (México, 2005) 
 
The culmination of this process of derivation would be a new word, narcomenudeo, formed through prefixation 
and not included in the DLE, although it is in the DA (despite this dictionary’s failure to record menudeo) where it is 
defined as venta de drogas en dosis pequeñas (“the selling of drugs in small doses”), a term labelled as from 
Mexico. In the corpus there are 49 instances (44 in Mexico and Central America, 3 in Spain): 
 
No obstante, el tema de atención serán las adicciones y narcomenudeo […]. (México, 2006) 
 
La coalición de traficantes va contra los que se dedican al narcomenudeo […]. (España, 2011) 
 
Of particular interest is the analysis of de-verbal nouns derived from emprender (“to undertake”). By use of the 
search option for a headword emprend* and application of the category filter “noun” in the corpus, the following 
possibilities were found: emprendimiento, emprendedurismo, emprendeduría and emprendizaje, all of them 
neologisms, since the DA has none of them and the DLE records only emprendimiento (with the senses acción y 
efecto de emprender – “action and effect of undertaking” and cualidad de emprendedor – “quality of being 
enterprising”), without any markers or reference to the sense “entrepreneurship”. Checking this information against 
the corpus gave the following results: 
Table 1. Distribution of Nouns Derived from the Verb emprender. 
 
emprendimiento 1250 cases (641 in the River Plate area, 58 in Spain) 
emprendedurismo 27 cases (21 in Mexico and Central America, none in Spain) 
emprendeduría 48 cases (all in Spain) 
emprendizaje 3 cases (all in Spain) 
 
 
It is curious to note that the use of two of the suffixes (-duría and -aje) is exclusive to Spain, a zone which in 
principle is not so inclined towards this sort of derivation. A neologism microempredimiento (102 cases, 99 in the 
River Plate area, 1 in Spain) based on emprendimiento is also found, once again with a high frequency of use in the 
River Plate zone, as was the case with the noun from which it comes. 
 
The complexity and concatenation of processes of derivation can be seen in instances such as the following 
chain: operar > operación > operacional > operacionalizar > operacionalización. This is a process similar to what 
was documented for marginalizar and culpabilizar, explainable by the existence of an adjective (operacional, 
marginal and culpable, in the three respective instances). In this case, the DA does not include any of these terms 
(operacional, operacionalizar, operacinalización). The adjective operacional is the only one appearing in the DLE, 
with specialist senses linked to military, mathematical and commercial fields. The corpus documents operacional 
over a large part of the Spanish-speaking world (West Indies, Chile, shores of the Caribbean, Mexico and Central 
America, River Plate, Spain, Andean zone, the United States and Equatorial Guinea). The distribution of the 
remaining derivatives is shown in the following Table: 
Table 2. Distribution of the Words Derived from operacional. 
 
operacional 535 cases (121 cases in the West Indies, 79 in Spain) 
operacionalizar 50 cases (15 in Chile, 3 in Spain) 
operacionalización 37 cases (14 on the shores of the Caribbean, none in Spain) 
 
Examples like the following show that the adjective operacional is used in parallel with operativo for 
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“operational” or “operating” and hence as a pleiosyllable, with no relation to the more specialized acceptations 
included in the DLE: 
 
La FHA es un brazo operacional del Departamento de Vivienda y Desarrollo Urbano […]. (Puerto Rico, 2006) 
 
Although the verb operacionalizar and the noun operacionalización seem predominantly to have the specialized 
senses, counter-examples are not lacking: 
 
Finalmente, en el quinto capítulo se abordan los ámbitos de acción para operacionalizar el Derecho a la Alimentación en Panamá […]. 
(Panamá, 2008) 
 
Finally, the neologism expertizar (4 cases, 2 in Chile, 1 in Spain and 1 in the River Plate area) has given rise to 
two nouns: expertizaje (1 single case, in Chile) and expertización (1 single case, in Spain). Neither of these words is 
included in the DLE or the DA, but both record experticia (defined as prueba pericial – “test by an expert” – and 
with the geographical marker Venezuela). Experticia is documented in the corpus not just around the Caribbean (54 
cases out of the 102 retrieved), but also in Chile, Mexico and Central America, the Andean zone, the West Indies, 
River Plate area, Spain and the United States. Nonetheless, even in the zone around the shores of the Caribbean 
itself there are instances of the use of experticia as a noun equivalent to pericia (“expertise”) in some skill (DA, s.v. 
experticia): 
 
[…] por el otro, estaba ella, con su tacto mágico, su embriagadora experticia […]. (Venezuela, 2003) 
 
[…] debe ser puesto en práctica por profesionales y empresas con la experiencia y experticia […]. (Venezuela, 2008) 
 
[…] las personas que cuentan con menor experticia dentro de la institución […]. (Colombia, 2010) 
 
4. Conclusions 
An analysis of cases documented in CORPES XXI and comparison of them with the main lexicographical 
publications of the Spanish Royal Academy shows that there is an increase in sesquipedalianism as a phenomenon 
within neologism. A word can be called a pleiosyllable (marginalización, acarreamiento) when takes the place of 
longer-standing words (marginación, acarreo) and is used with identical sense. But if the polysyllabic term 
specializes into a new meaning (menudeo) then it is no longer a pleiosyllable. The tendency to create neologisms 
appears to be stronger in Latin America, even if the productivity of certain WFRs favors the spread of words from 
one local variety into the standard language. 
 
On another point, use of the search engine of CORPES XXI, even in its test version, has revealed a need to 
include certain improvements in what it can offer. Similarly, it would be desirable in future work to be able to check 
the results obtained against other corpora so as to confirm changes in the phenomenon and its spread. A comparison 
between the Spanish Royal Academy’s Diccionario and the corpus has highlighted the presence of a number of 
inconsistencies, which shows that there is some utility in contributions like the present paper so as to improve the 
macrostructure, definitions and usage markers of the DLE. To sum up, this is an example of interdisciplinary work 
covering neologism, morphology, lexicography and corpus linguistics that it may be hoped will open up a route for 
future studies. 
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